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The Perils of Order, Taken to the
Extreme
By JASON FARAGO DEC. 8, 2016

What force drives societal disaster: too little order, or too much of it? These days
of presidential interregnum have seen newspapers’ opinion pages fill with
warnings of tyranny and autocracy, fueled by the election of a man whose
campaign rhetoric showed disregard for normal rules of conduct. Yet, for many
philosophers of the postwar era, too much order seemed just as dangerous as
too little. You may dream of perfectly rational government, but fitting the
complexities of life into dispassionate systems poses its own hazards. Taken to
extremes, as Theodor W. Adorno insisted, the Enlightenment principles of
reason and logic would pave the road to Auschwitz.
For the German artist Hanne Darboven (1941-2009), order and disorder
were moral conditions, grounded in the catastrophe of Nazism and the
Holocaust, and they infused her labor-intensive art — which made use of
endless pages of handwritten words, equations and dates, framed and displayed
in room-filling installations. Her magnum opus, “Kulturgeschichte 1880-1983,”
a mighty, rhythmic composition of more than a thousand collaged sheets, is now
on view at the Dia Art Foundation in Chelsea, more than a decade after it was
last shown at the Dia’s outpost in Beacon.
The re-emergence of this massive chronicle, which Darboven worked on
from 1980 to 1983, is one of the events of the season. Like all her work, it
reveals the power, but also the danger, of using systems to make sense of
something unfathomable: in this case, the history of an era we hoped would be
the last to witness world war. And it offers a timely reintroduction to one of the
major postwar Conceptualists, whose seemingly methodical techniques were
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actually in the service of something slipperier, and much more moving.
The 1,590 framed sheets, strictly ordered, absorb a century’s worth of high
and low culture: picture postcards, maps of army battles, textile samplers,
magazine covers, and glamour shots of American movie stars. This historical
detritus is glued into painstaking collages, though her organizational principles
always remain somewhat opaque. Mixed in are obscure calculations — the artist
frequently wrote out dates in numerals and summed their digits — as well as
even more cryptic alphanumeric notations, sometimes just the lowercase letter
U.
Accompanying the framed sheets are 19 sculptures, ranging from a smiling
cardboard robot to a full-height statue of Bismarck and his dog. An ambient
soundtrack of one of Darboven’s musical compositions — a mind-massaging
solo for double bass with a repetitive structure similar to her visual art —
provides the beat.
Darboven was one of the lights of Conceptualism, and though she lived in
Hamburg, she spent two formative years in New York, where she befriended Sol
LeWitt. Subsections of “Kulturgeschichte” reflect those years, notably a suite of
black-and-white photographs of brownstone and tenement doorways that spans
more than a hundred sheets. Yet in contrast to LeWitt, who explicitly
enumerated the mathematical or geometric rules that determined his drawings,
Darboven never let order supersede invention. There’s no strict system linking
her covers of Der Spiegel, which blare about terrorists and the oil crisis, to the
kitschy postcards of snow-topped mountains and Dresden’s destroyed
landmarks; or to the World War I maps with old-style Gothic lettering; or to the
reproductions of Pop Art by Warhol, Rauschenberg and Richard Hamilton.
No secret code unlocks “Kulturgeschichte.” Hers is a personal, imperfect
vision that absorbs, but never fully clarifies, the 20th century. In many ways,
Darboven has more affinities with her fellow European Marcel Broodthaers —
whose “Musée d’Art Moderne, Department des Aigles,” a similarly infinite-yetincomplete historical archive, was on view at the Museum of Modern Art this
year — than with the Conceptualists she met in New York.
Kulturgeschichte means “cultural history,” though the word Kultur is
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fiendishly difficult to translate from German; it is closer to “native culture” than
to “high culture,” as in art and literature. Knowing that may help to clarify
Darboven’s aims in this magisterial work. German intellectuals since Johann
Gottfried Herder had conceived of cultures as expressing a unique Volksgeist, or
“people’s spirit,” and for Nazi figures, first among them Joseph Goebbels, Kultur
signified a rooted, spiritual culture. Darboven’s giant “Kulturgeschichte,” in this
light, expresses modern German culture as something broader and more
fissiparous than a dangerously idealized Kultur. The work only poses as a
complete systematization of a culture; in fact, the impossibility of such a system
is Darboven’s whole point.
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Do not, therefore, mistake “Kulturgeschichte” for a walk-in Wikipedia. The
artwork functions through slippages and surprises, personal additions and
mysterious emendations. The layout seems so orderly, and small sections of the
work — the movie stars, the Spiegel covers, the war maps, the fabric patterns —
seem just encyclopedic enough. Yet history slips past you, right before your eyes
yet never fully grasped. The past, in her hands, becomes tangible through the
tandem operations of order and disorder, and as Darboven’s 4/4 bass line plays
in the background here, you may feel, as I did, the sort of sublime awe that
German Romantics felt when beholding the Matterhorn or Mont Blanc.
In my case, at least, the wonderment I felt before “Kulturgeschichte”
derived from much more than its massive scale. It came, rather, from the
commitment with which Darboven defended the values that matter in culture:
values of openness and reflection, values too often taken for granted. They were
important enough at the end of the last century, and are only more so when
closed, nationalistic visions of culture are being espoused again — even by the
president-elect’s top advisers.
Hanne Darboven: Kulturgeschichte 1880-1983
Through July 29 at Dia:Chelsea, Manhattan; 212-989-5566, diaart.org.
A version of this review appears in print on December 9, 2016, on page C21 of the New York edition with
the headline: The Perils of Order, Taken to the Extreme.
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